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Use Scenario Definition:

The KeyS approach

Example of KeyS approach

A scenario is a short story of a specific situation that is
relevant to the user. A scenario gives the team the user’s
goal and specific needs. (Sears and Jacko, 2003).

Who: Usability Engineer + Designer + Clinical/Domain specialist
Effort: ~ 1-4 days of work for each member of the team depending on the
project scope and complexity

Product: Vehicle for transporting emergency patients to a healthcare facility., hospital, clinic, medical base, etc.

KeyS: Value & novelty
of this approach
Most human factors literature including the regulatory
guidelines (FDA guidance and IEC 62366 -1) emphasize
the value of developing use scenarios for a device
(Weiniger, Wiklund & Gardner-Bonneau, 2010).
There is some research on scenarios for healthcare
products but it seems to focus more on the applications
of scenarios to specific phases of design (Vincent &
Blandford, 2015) or user testing (Russ & Saleem, 2018).
However, there are few specific approaches outlined
for arriving at these scenarios beyond the happy flow
or hazardous situations in case of medical devices.
We outline a systematic approach to add to the toolset
for designing medical device by helping to develop
the key scenarios (KeyS) for a medical device. The heart
of the approach lies in emphasizing the importance
of ‘key distinguishing factors’ for your device which
make its usage different in one case versus the other.
KeyS aims to create economic ‘rich’ scenarios: these
cover as broad variation as required to address these
distinguishing factors in as little separate scenarios
as needed.
This approach provides a rich set of scenarios as input
to the subsequent steps in the product development
process including risk analysis, task analysis, interaction
design, heuristic evaluations, and developing the training.
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Outline the “happy” flow
(existing or envisioned)
Baseline from which you
identify variation in workflow

•	Identify initial user groups and profiles (look for varying
hospital profiles, procedures, geographical regions, etc.).
•	Understand and experience the workflow in varying
contexts of use. For example by conducting hospital
observations and interviews.

Various ways to document the scenarios

Step 1. Outline the “happy” flow
Asnee and Dembe are working as the medical emergency team for the central zone of city of Eindhoven. They are informed that a person
fell down the stairs at a clothing store and is unconscious. One of the team members notes down the address of the place and the team
members get into the vehicle. They drive the vehicle to the address and stay on the phone with the caller to get details of the incident
and the state of the patient(s). Asnee also provides guidance to the caller on how to care for the patient till they arrive at the scene.
The team reaches the location, assesses the condition of the patient and determines that they need to be rushed to the hospital for
emergency care. They lift the patient on the stretcher and strap them to the bed in the back of the emergency vehicle. They also attach
sensors to monitor the vital signs of the patient. They need to reach the hospital quickly and thus turn on the signal to enable them to
warn other riders of an oncoming emergency vehicle. They reach the hospital and transfer the patient to the emergency ward. They also
handover the medical and the monitoring information collected on the patient to the medical team in the hospital. They are able to
transfer the patient in good time to the hospital.
Step 2a and 2b. Identify and Filter Distinguishing Factors (strike through)
Context/Environment of Use:

2a

Identify all the distinguishing
factors you can think of
and group them into ‘topics’

2b

Filter the factors based on
project criteria

Brainstorm between Usability Engineer and Clinical Specialist:
1. 	Create an exhaustive list of factors that introduce variations
in the workflow from a human factors and clinical point
of view , e.g., user goals, type of user, type of procedure,
time available, patient type, anatomy, type of equipment…
(include anything that you can think of).
2. Categorize the list that you made above into relevant
clusters, e.g., Anatomy, Type of scans, etc.
3.	
Weight: identify (clusters of) factors that have most impact
on workflow, user behavior or user decision making.
4.	
Preliminary Filtering: Filter the factors that have ‘duplicated’
impact or less important to or are outside the project scope,
for example, factors that relate to only 5% of the usage
and have no safety consequences could be left out.

Location/Zones:
• Within a city/urban area
• War zone
• Between Villages
• Within a facility/campus

Users:
•	Healthcare Professionals (Paramedics)
• Emergency response teams
• Military/Security personnel
• Civilians

Environmental factors:
• Noise levels
• Quality of the roads
• Availability of electricity for charging, etc.
• Refueling
•	Distance to be travelled between the occurrence
of the incidence and the point of care

State of the patient
• Conscious Patient
• Unconscious Patient
• Sedated Patient
• Delirious or Violent behavior

Patient differences
• Pediatric, Adults
• Obese patients, non-obese
• Allergies?, etc.
Type of emergency:
• Cardiac Event
• Trauma
• Fire
• Child Delivery
• Natural disasters…

Example 1: Textual Description in a story
Scenario 1:
Jake is a paramedic who works for an international non profit organization and he is responsible for transferring injured civilians to the
nearest medical bases in a XYZ, a small village in Brazil. He works with a physician Huan Lee. They received a call that a few civilians
have been injured as a result of a fire in a village. Jake is around 50 kms away from the village and needs to pick up the physician from
a neighboring village where she went for routine check-ups. It rained yesterday and the roads are muddy and slippery. Jake radios the
home base that they may be bringing in three or more patients from the site with them. The patients may have severe burns or injuries
and might need immediate medical attention on the way before reaching the medical base too.
Scenario 2:
Shaqila works for a big amusement park and he is a member of the team that responds to medical emergencies in the park. He works
with Laxmi who is a paramedic on site. Shaqila is the driver for the vehicle and also assists in physically transferring the patients.
They just received a call from one of the rides that a child has fallen down the stairs of the joy ride and is unconscious. Shaqila
drives his vehicle with Laxmi sitting next to her and directing the local staff member who is next to the child as well as collecting more
information on the patient and the nature of the injuries. They will have to drive through an alternative route in order to get as close
to the patient as possible. The park is busy and noisy because of the public announcements and the music and they need to alert the
pedestrians and the children about the approaching vehicle so that they can make way for the vehicle. She uses guidance on the
route, in case available….
Scenario 3, 4, 5….

Example 2: Storyboard
Scenario 1:

Number of passengers
• Patients – how many?
• Care givers – how many?
• Support staff?
• Driver?

Medium of transport:
• Air
• Land: By Road, Train
• Water
• Teleportation :)

...

Step 3. Outline the key scenarios or KeyS by including the ‘filtered’ list of factors identified above
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Outline the key scenarios or
KeyS by including the ‘filtered’
list of factors identified above

•	Draft a recipe outline of scenarios by including multiple factors
from the above list till all the factors are included in a scenario.
•	If you get too many scenarios, then you can move the factors
around to achieve a balance between one fat scenario vs.
several moderate or thin sized scenarios so as to achieve a
balance of information across various stories and purposes
(design, risk analysis, etc.)
•	Too large scenarios can be cumbersome or thick or dull while
too many ‘small/thin’ scenarios can be difficult to manage
and expensive too, especially when prototyping them all.

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Location/Zones

Environmental factors

Users

Number of patients

State of the patient

Patient differences

Type of emergency

Rural (between villages
up to 50 kms.)

•	Muddy and Slippery
Roads
• Low noise levels
•	No possibility of refuelling or recharging the
elcetrical devices till
back at the
medical base

Team of two
•	Driver acquainted
with First aid
•	Physician (could be
located elsewhere
and needs to be
picked up)

3-5

Some are conscious,
some are delirious
and some unconscious

Mixed ages

Fire (Burn victims)

•	Noisy and crowded
•	Pedestrians, young
children
•	Could be difficult to
access the point of the
incident

•	Team of
paramedics

1

• Unconscious

• Child

.....

.....

.....

Amusement Park

.....

...
.....

.....

.....

Thereby, it helps in saving time, effort and money by
systematically addressing the key scenarios of the device
early on in the design- and development process.
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Update the key scenario
outlines by making them
imperfect, unhappy ;) and real

•	Make sure to include any additional important diversions,
e.g., interruptions, distractions, breakdowns, re-doing a task.
•	Include worst case scenarios (think screaming patients,
running around users, ticking clocks!!)

Patient
differences

Type of emergency

Team of two
•	Driver acquainted
with First aid
•	Physician (could
be located
elsewhere
and needs to
be picked up)

3-5

Some are
conscious, some
are delirious
and some
unconscious

Mixed ages

Fire (Burn victims)

•	Noisy and crowded
•	Pedestrians, young
children
•	Could be difficult to
access the point of
the incident

•	Team of
paramedics

1

• Unconscious

• Child

Possible Trauma

•	There could be ongoing
construction in the park which
leads the team to rerouting
and need for route guidance.
•	The patient is located in a closed
space which cannot be accessed
by the vehicle directly.

.....

.....

.....

.....

.....

.....

.....

Rural (between
villages
up to 50 kms.)

•	Muddy and Slippery
Roads
• Low noise levels
•	No possibility of
refuelling or recharging
the elcetrical devices
till back at the
medical base

Scenario 2

Amusement
Park

Scenario 3

.....

Scenario 1

Emergency patient in an
amusement park.

State of the
patient

Users

Multiple patients from a fire incident
need transfer.

Possible Trauma

Number of
patients

Environmental factors

They drive on a muddy and
slippery road.

Scenario 2:

Step 4. Update the key scenario outlines by making them imperfect , unhappy ;) and real
Location/Zones

The medical emergency team works in
a rural setting.

The team gets a call.

They need to drive through a crowded
and noisy path.

Notes on adding breakdowns
and interruptions
The vehicle could breakdown on
the way to the village because of
poor road conditions (flat tire?).
The driver could be worried
about the amount of sedatives
needed as they are low on stock.
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